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Faulty shelves delay
Love Library move
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authorized dealer for

By Lorraine Hughes
Anyone can be in Love. But

beginning this fall, being in
Love won't be the same.

Two years have passed and
the Love Library addition at
UN--L is amost completed.

Many things have delayed
the completion of the addition
Rudolph said. Although
weather was not a big factor,
there were problems with
construction strikes and getting
specified materials.

The biggest problem now,
Rudolph said, concern faulty
book shelves purchased from a

company in New Jersey. The
shelves did not meet certain
paint thickness requirements,
he said.

Two-thir- ds of the shelves
were rejected. The library is

negotiating with the firm to
replace the shelves,- - and
Rudolph said the only added
cost factor will be time.

Rudolph said books in

storage in other campus
libraries will be moved to Love
when the shelves are up.

One big move may involve
the transfer of books currently
housed in the Undergraduate
Library in Nebraska Hall to
Love Library. Rudolph said the

library is considering the

possibility, but study areas in
Nebraska Hall will remain.

A survey conducted by
AS UN in May indicated many
students would be in favor of
having books in a central

location, said Rudolph.
According to Jim Say,

AS UN president, the two main

objections students raised to
the move were limited parking
space near Love and the
opinion that books were easier
to find at Nebraska Hall.

Rudolph said the results of
the ASUN survey will be taken
into account, but it will be
several weeks before the final
decision will be made.
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'Jaws' is gripping Tachiog Jobs Opsin

INTERVIEW
'TOMORROW!

(Continued from pg. 8)

Jaws has made him
Hollywood's newest
wunderkind, but after two
movies he hasn't proved
anything to the extent of a
Francis Ford Coppola or
Martin Scorsese. I still like his
year --old, first movie, Sugarland
Express, a highly original,
candy-coate- d Bonnie and
Clyde that remains a much
better film.

All this is to say that Jaws
isn't the great movie, but it
doesn't have to be. Fci
director Spielberg, form
follows function and function
is never more than a

workmanlike and
unpretentious attempt to scare
hell out of an audience.

Jaws is an ultra-Hollywo-

fabrication. It revitalizes

vintage formulas and
ultimately snaps shut on a

public just waiting to be

grabbed in the old collective
unconscious and force fed into
this newest form of
entertainment angst.

The whole movie is just an

updated Moby Dick, the only
difference being that now the
whaleshark obsession has been
taken away from the pegleg
Captain Ahab and set squarely
in the lap of the wide-eye- d

moviegoer.
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Arrange for an interview in the Placement Office
in the Nebraska Union

JOB REQUIREMENTS
Applicants must have a degree In math, physics, engineering cr other technicalscientific
field. Applicants must be between 19 and 27H years old. Male or female applicants are
acceptable.

(

If you're qualified and Interested, but unable to interview tomorrow, please write Navy
Officer Program, Suite 400, 6910 Pacific, Omaha, NE 68108 for further details and an
Interview time.

With 107 nuclear powered ships now operating and 40 more on the way, the U.S. Navy is

the largest operator of nuclear power plants In the world. As the foremost expert In nuclear
power, the Navy needs talented Instructors ft our Nuclear Power Schools.

Instructors in basic science and nuclear technology are needed. Applicants must have BS
degree, although postgraduate degrees are preferred.

New instructors receive direct appointment as a Navy Ensign and 5 weeks of training and
bnefing-- no boot camp, starting salary is approximately $10,000 (or
more) plus all military benefits including free medical and
dental care, 30 days paid vacation and unlimited paid sick
leave.
Instructors receive approximately $17,000 a year during their fourth year of teaching duty.

Instructors Tbacn officers' and enlisted men going through the nuclear training program at
Mare Island, California or Orlando, Florid- a-

duty
All qualified applicants are personally Interviewed by Admiral Rickover, Director Naval
Reactors.
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Eat it backwards
or forwards

5221 "0" Street!
1221N. 27th

Va A. n.... "

Math, Phyiici, Chamtory. EnginMrlna fft
CSS WB& Raw
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